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WARNING Before playing this game, read the Xbox 360 console,
Xbox 360 Kinect® Sensor, and accessory manuals for important safety and health
information. www.xbox.com/support.
®

Important Health Warning: Photosensitive Seizures
A very small percentage of people may experience a seizure when exposed to
certain visual images, including ﬂashing lights or patterns that may appear in
video games. Even people with no history of seizures or epilepsy may have an
undiagnosed condition that can cause “photosensitive epileptic seizures” while
watching video games. Symptoms can include light-headedness, altered vision,
eye or face twitching, jerking or shaking of arms or legs, disorientation, confusion,
momentary loss of awareness, and loss of consciousness or convulsions that can
lead to injury from falling down or striking nearby objects. Immediately stop
playing and consult a doctor if you experience any of these symptoms.
Parents, watch for or ask children about these symptoms— children and teenagers
are more likely to experience these seizures. The risk may be reduced by being
farther from the screen; using a smaller screen; playing in a well-lit room, and not
playing when drowsy or fatigued. If you or any relatives have a history of seizures or
epilepsy, consult a doctor before playing.
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INTRODUCTION

CONTROLS

In LEGO® The Lord of the Rings™,
the Hobbit Frodo is entrusted with
a dangerous task: to destroy an ancient
magical ring that threatens all that is good.
Join him and his friends as they are forced
to leave their peaceful homes, in search
of guidance and aid. But the Ring wants
to be found…and the road to Mount Doom,
the only place where it can be
destroyed, is riddled
with Orcs…
and fouler things.

Xbox 360 Controller
Pause / In-game options

>
character /
Y Change
Hold to pick any

character in Free Play

B Build / Use /

Activate / Hold
for Inventory

A Jump /

C

L

Move camera

Double jump
or combat roll

or Shoot /
X Attack
Hold to Aim

Move character
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CHARACTER SWAP

MITHRIL

Mithril Bricks will be hidden in hard to reach
areas throughout Middle-earth, mostly requiring
the acquisition of Free Play characters in order to
access them. LEGO Mithril Bricks can be turned
into Mithril armour and weapons at the Elven
blacksmith. These can then be equipped
via the backpack, conferring additional health
and damage.

			

Additional Mithril Quest Items can also be forged
that convey additional “Extra” powers.
The “Extras” exist in all LEGO games, and can
be activated at any time via the Pause Menu.

FETCH QUESTS

The landscape is populated with characters who
can provide you with side-quests. Quest Items
require you to collect an item and return to the
character who requested it. They in turn will
present you with a reward.

Different characters have different abilities. To switch characters, tap
Y or press and hold Y to reveal the Character Wheel. In Free Play,
if you press and hold Y button, you can select any character from
the character grid.

COLLECTIBLES
LEGO STUDS

MINI KITS
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LEGO Studs are scattered throughout the game.
Collect them and spend them later in various
locations. Collect enough in a level and you
will achieve True Adventurer status.
There are 10 Mini Kits in each level.
Locate them all to discover an ancient
artifact of Middle-earth.
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